Community Energy
in Wales
A manifesto for sustainable
locally owned energy

Building local assets
for the benefit of all.
At its heart Community Energy is about ownership,
and what that ownership means.

We have seen community led energy projects ﬂourish over the
last decade, in every part of Wales. Communities have set up
and managed solar panels, wind turbines and hydro systems
and share the beneﬁt gained from them.
The effect this has on a community is profound. A community
that has ownership over a green source of energy not only
receives a ﬁnancial beneﬁt, it develops an understanding of
the issues surrounding the climate emergency, and a
conﬁdence that it can take measures to overcome the
obstacles that emergency brings.
Our members tell us that community energy is a catalyst; it
gets people involved in discussions and makes the climate and
ecological emergency local, relevant, and accessible. It is an
example of what can be accomplished when people cooperate,
and sparks interest in community ownership of other services.

Renewable Power Pembrokeshire,
Prouts Park

Utilising this spirit is crucial. Communities are best
placed to know the challenges they face and owning
projects means that communities understand their
signiﬁcance and take pride ensuring that they succeed.
We are here to work with communities and local
schools to make practical links between economic
aspirations, ‘green’ initiatives and well-being. A window
of opportunity is open to promote opportunities
associated with being proactive in embracing
decarbonisation and a zero-carbon future through the
community energy sector, sustainable transport and
energy efﬁciency.
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Communities at the heart
of the zero-carbon transion
The conﬁdence and capacity that is built
from a successful community energy
project is priceless. Research conducted
by Local Trust shows that the more
community
capacity
and
social
infrastructure is mobilised in less afﬂuent
areas the better health and wellbeing
outcomes there are.1

Ynni Ogwen

If we think in terms of the Wellbeing of
Future Generations Act, that looks to
improve
the
economic,
social,
environmental and cultural well-being of
Wales through sustainable means,
community energy proves itself to be
coherent with that vision time and time
again.

Cwm Arian
Renewable Energy

Community Energy Wales embraces the
principles of sustainability enshrined in
the Well-being of Future Generations
Act. Energy is central to life in the 21st
century and our vision is for a clean,
green, zero-carbon future for everyone in
Wales. We aim to ensure that as many
communities as possible can beneﬁt from
affordable, locally produced energy and
be involved in and beneﬁt from the
revolutionary
transition
towards
decarbonising the global economy.
Community Energy Wales is a
co-operative network and collaboration
is the key to our activities as we balance
economic, environmental, social and
cultural considerations at all times in
order to contribute to the well-being
goals of Wales.
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The Challenges
We cannot escape the context of the last year. Covid has
changed attitudes towards communities, and our
priorities. Community Energy groups have supported local
foodbanks during the pandemic and worked with
volunteer networks.

Awel Aman Tawe

Ynni Ogwen March - Nick Pipe

We face challenges. The absence of the Feed in Tariff
means that the scale in which community projects
operate is becoming less viable, rural grid capacity has led
to barriers for local energy groups and we exist in a
sector in which larger companies want to protect their
market share.

The Welsh Government have already taken some
steps to support community energy. Notably,
through the Welsh Government Energy Service and
by funding Communty Energy Wales and the Welsh
State of the Sector report, setting targets on local
energy generation, and ensuring local ownership for
all new energy models. Yet, more needs to be done
to secure the added-value community energy brings
to zero carbon energy projects.
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The Opportunity
In Wales we have the opportunity to do things differently
and demonstrate how we can ensure a fair and just
transition to a zero carbon society by ensuring
communities are at the heart of it.
The community energy sector punches well above it’ s
weight and delivers a wide range of social, economic and
environmental beneﬁts. Community energy delivers 12-13
times more social and community beneﬁt than
2
equivalent commercial installations. In 2019 the sector,
generated £4.7 million in local economic beneﬁt to their
local community in Wales and England, and more than
3
£2m in Scotland. A study published this year suggests
that, given a supportive policy environment, the
community energy sector could expand by up to a factor
of 20 by 2030, creating up to 8,720 jobs, adding value of
£1, 860m, saving 1, 800, 000 tonnes CO2e and cutting
£150m from consumer bills in the UK.4
Given the right environment and resources this sector
would be able to grow signiﬁcantly and ensure Wales
maximises the potential for community energy over the
next decade to enable us to play a substantial role in our
energy transition.

The new government elected in Wales in May
2021 is tasked with one of the greatest challenges
of any Welsh Government in history. The
response to the Climate and Ecological
Emergency will require a monumental transition
that cannot be delivered by any one sector in
isolation. We welcome the opportunity to work
with you to unleash the positive, potential, drive
and determination of the community energy
sector to deliver better communities for current
and future generations.

Robert Proctor
Business Development Manager
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We believe that the community energy sector should have
access to the necessary support, resources and finance to
deliver the potential of community
owned energy in Wales.

Case Study
Invest in a community owned development
service to enable the community energy sector
to compete with the private sector based on the
successful YnNi Teg model.
Work with the Community Energy sector to
review and develop the support provided
through the Welsh Government Energy Service
YnNi Teg received funding from the Foundational

Create access to low interest loan ﬁnance for
community energy projects for renewable
energy, energy efﬁciency and sustainable
transport projects.

Economy fund to develop a community owned
developer service.
Having completed a 900kw wind turbine in
Camarthenshire, they are now working on a number
of community energy projects including a 30MW
Solar Farm in North Wales, this will be the largest
community-owned energy site in the UK.
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We believe that community owned
generators should be able to sell
their energy locally.

Case Study

A requirement on all public sector bodies to
prioritise the procurement of local,
community owned energy wherever possible.
Support the development of further pilot
projects testing peer to peer sales, such as
Energy Local (Bethesda), Gower Power
(Swansea) and Urban Chain (Blaenau Gwent)
Facilitate upfront investment in the electricity
grid, particularly in areas where constraints
limit the development of community based
generation or decarbonisation.

Gower Power in partnership with Ecotricity have set
up a scheme to sell renewable energy from their solar
site locally.
The project has capacity to supply 300 homes in the
Swansea area, with a competitively priced tariff. All
the surplus from their community owned solar is
invested back into the community.
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We believe that communities should have
access to land and buildings to develop
community energy projects.
Case Study
Give communities stronger rights to own and
control buildings and local land, with new
legislation based on the 2015 Scottish
Community Empowerment Act.5
Local Authority land asset reviews to be
shared with local community energy
organisations
All suitable public sector land and buildings
should be allocated to develop renewable
energy projects either by the public body or
made available to community energy
organisations.

Working with Swansea, Newport and Pembrokeshire
councils, Egni Co-op have been responsible for the
largest roll-out of rooftop solar in Wales.
Their solar panels can be seen on school buildings,
leisure centres and even the Geraint Thomas
Velodrome.
With 4. 3MW they are also the largest rooftop solar
co-op in the UK.
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We believe that communities should be
at the heart of the transition
to net zero.

Case Study

Funding to enable local citizens assemblies
such as GwyrddNi in Gwynedd at each local
authority level to ensure a just and fair
transition to zero carbon.
Communities leading on and involved in
developing local decarbonisation plans.
A new challenge fund to develop innovative
community
led
approaches
to
decarbonisation in Wales.

Since developing their hydro enterprise (Ynni Ogwen)
Partneriaeth Ogwen in Bethesda have built a
variety of green projects.
Recently they ran Carwen, a community car trial using
electric cars powered by renewable energy to deliver
local produce around the community, creating
employment and cutting down carbon emissions.
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Get in Touch
We welcome any comments on this manifesto.
If you would like to contact us, please send an
email to dyfan@communityenergywales.org.uk
You can also sign up to our mailing list here.
And keep up to date with the latest share offers
in Wales here.

Twitter: @CommEnergyWales
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